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Abstract. Thematic analysis is a well-established technique for qualitative analysis which is covered in traditional research 
methods training. The objective of thematic analysis is to elicit themes and significant topics from discursive data such as 
free style discussions and semi structured or unstructured interviews or comments. The approach is laborious and time 
consuming and requires a significant input from researchers for identifying and coding the themes although software tools 
such as NVivo, T-Lab and IRaMuTeQ can aid with results presentation. Recent developments in Machine Learning (ML) and 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) have boosted interest in text analytics and its applications to social science research. For 
example, automatic topic identification using ML NLP offers valuable insights in social media analytics. However, machine 
learning techniques conventionally rely on large data sets to enable the algorithm to elicit themes. More recent research 
efforts have turned to the performance of machine learning approaches with smaller data sets.  

This study aims to compare and contrast the effectiveness of Machine Learning NLP vs human generated themes using the 
text analytics tools NVivo, T-Lab, IRaMuTeQ, as well as the low-code ML tool KNIME for automatically eliciting themes from 
academic literature review in the contexts of service operations management research and semi-structured customer 
interviews. Results indicate that the ML NLP approach has the potential to automatically detect research themes even with 
small data sets, although the results vary across the different tools and are dependent on the capabilities of the built-in text 
analytic algorithms. In particular, T-Lab offered the best mapping of machine learning derived topics to researcher themes, 
and KNIME proved the most robust software, able to derive meaningful topics even with very small sample sizes. The 
implications for training research students are also significant as they suggest that the inclusion of ML NLP tools and 
algorithms in the training curriculum of social scientists may be beneficial.  
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1. Introduction 
Qualitative data analysis (QDA) methods have played a significant role in research over the past few decades 
(Creswell, 2014), and the tools available for such analysis have been expanding rapidly (Meyer and Avery, 2009). 
Nowadays, text-analytics software has emerged as a valuable resource that enhances researchers' capabilities 
and enables more efficient quantification of qualitative data. Among the various techniques employed, Thematic 
Analysis (TA) stands out as a widely utilized approach, known for its ability to identify, analyse, and report 
patterns or themes within data (Braun and Clark, 2006). The objective of thematic analysis is to elicit themes 
and significant topics from discursive data such as free style discussions and semi-structured or unstructured 
interviews or comments. This approach allows researchers to delve deeper into the underlying meanings and 
concepts present in the data, moving beyond surface-level observations and exploring the interconnectedness 
of ideas. By employing coding and thematic analysis techniques, researchers can uncover rich insights and 
patterns that contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the research topic. However, the approach 
is laborious and time consuming and requires a significant input from researchers for identifying and coding the 
themes although software tools such as NVivo, T-Lab and IRaMuTeQ can aid with results presentation.  

Recent developments in Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) have boosted interest 
in text analytics and its applications to social science research. For example, evidence suggest that the addition 
of automatic topic identification using ML NLP from social media analytics improves the predictive power of 
healthcare surveillance systems (Gupta and Katarya, 2020). However, machine learning techniques 
conventionally rely on large data sets to enable the algorithm to elicit meaningful themes. More recent research 
efforts have turned to the performance of machine learning approaches with smaller data sets and have shown 
promising results with as few as 300 examples in supervised machine learning (Riekert, Riekert and Klein, 2021). 
However, the majority of adopt an exploratory approach which is handled via unsupervised ML algorithms. The 
identification of themes in a text using NLP is an emerging exploratory approach which works well with large 
data sets (Davidson et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2022) but limited research has explored how unsupervised text-
analytics approaches fit into the traditional landscape of qualitative methods of which traditionally deal with 
smaller data sets (Firmin et al., 2017). As a result, the application of machine learning text analytics tools in the 
field of education remains relatively unexplored (Spector and Ma, 2019). Given the potential for AI to 
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revolutionise education, the case for incorporating ML and NLP tools in the curriculum should also be 
considered. 

To this end, this study aims to facilitate further understanding of the effectiveness of unsupervised machine 
learning NLP tools for theme identification with smaller data sets and the implications for inclusion of ML and 
NLP in the curriculum. The research examines and compares the effectiveness of the bult in automatic topic 
identification engines of several social science software tools, namely NVivo, IRaMuTeQ, T-Lab and KNIME to 
human generated themes across two data sets. The data sets represent two common use cases in social science 
research: an academic literature review in the contexts of service operations management and semi-structured 
customer interviews discussing the attitudes of shoppers in a department store.  

The paper starts with a brief introduction to thematic analysis, followed by brief outline of the analytical steps 
in a machine learning natural language processing (NPL) algorithm, before discussing the methods and data sets 
used in our analysis. A presentation of the analytical output from each tool is followed by a discussion of the 
results and conclusions are drawn as to the state of art of NLP and machine learning. Finally, recommendations 
for curriculum design and future research are highlighted.  

2. Thematic analysis (TA) 
Thematic Analysis (TA) is a QDA method used for identifying patterns or themes of meaning within qualitative 
data such as interview transcripts, media, focus groups based on the main themes within their research 
questions. The approach accommodates both small and large datasets and is versatile as it can be utilised for 
both theory-driven or data-driven analyses (Braun and Clarke, 2006). As pointed out by Guest, MacQueen, and 
Namey (2012), TA extends beyond simply counting the most frequent words or phrases in a qualitative data set 
but aims to identify both implicit and explicit ideas within the data and uses codes or themes to analyse and 
compare their co-occurrence, as well as to display relationships among them.  

According to Braun and Clarke (2006) TA includes six phases: 1) Data Familiarization: requires the researcher to 
read the texts and generate a codebook, based on the research questions; 2) Manual Code Generation: based 
on the previously generated codebook and research questions; 3) Themes identification: grouping the manually 
generated codes; 4) Themes review: refine codes; 5) Themes naming and 6) Report. The steps are normally 
employed by researchers as a cycle of inductive development of themes and their subsequent inferential 
application to the existing data, while assessing their significance and validity (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). 
According to Braun and Clark (2006), TA can adopt inductive or deductive-theoretical approach in the search of 
the why’s and how’s. TA approaches are predominantly influenced by the typology proposed by Clarke et al. 
(2019), which highlights three key aspects: coding reliability, reflective practice, and the use of a codebook to 
facilitate transparency and replicability. However, despite the guidance of codebook rules, thematic analysis, 
can be challenging, especially for novice researchers, as they grapple with understanding the effectiveness of 
their coding techniques and whether they align with their research focus (Fonteyn et al., 2008). The process of 
theme identification in traditional qualitative research methods is by default subjective and related to the 
experience, understanding and knowledge of the researcher, and may lead to issue with the replicability and 
the reliability of the analysis (Anderson et al., 2019). Variations to this methodology have been suggested to 
attempt to minimise the subjective researcher bias (Milles and Huberman, 1994) 

There is growing awareness that text analysis methods can benefit from the adoption of computer software as 
a support tool. For example, Hwang (2008) argues that the adoption of software during the analysis can enhance 
transparency and replicability by providing a structured framework for analysis as well as facilitating the 
organization and management of data. Consequently, it is more inductive, and data driven in comparison to TA. 
Furthermore, research tools can save time, particularly when working with a large dataset or collaborating in 
team setting. However, it is important to note that while text analysis software offers valuable support, it does 
not replace the need of critical thinking and researcher involvement in the analytical process (Fielding, 2002). 
The debate is even more pertinent with the emergence of Generative Pre-trained Transformer tools such as 
OpenAI’s ChatGPT which has taken the research community by storm. So far, ChatGPT has demonstrated 
promising capabilities in generation texts in various domains, including computer code generation, text 
translation and interpretation (Sobania et al., 2023; Tate et al.,2023), Although to the best of our knowledge, 
ChatGPT’s capabilities as a thematic identification tool have not been explored, its potential to disrupt the 
existing research ecosystem is significant.  
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3. Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
Machine learning approaches attempt to identify topics in a set of texts automatically, following a 
predetermined set of text processing algorithms. Thus topic derivation is purely data driven and independent of 
the specific research questions. The approaches require significant text pre-processing to reduce the 
dimensionality of the task (Step 1) and the deployment of ML approaches such as association and clustering, to 
identify common word patterns, which are then grouped into topics (Step 2).  

Step 1: Pre-processing and data cleansing. The pre-processing step involves removal of punctuation, numbers, 
capitalisation, short and stop words such as “the”, “a” “and” as well as tokenisation, which assigns part of speech 
(POS) label for each word, and lemmatization, which identifies the lemma of a term by removing inflections.  

The objective of the pre-processing step is to identify the set of words, referred to as a Bag of Words (BOW) that 
are used in the documents. The BOW may be processed further for topic identification (see Step 2), used for 
word frequency analysis, or presented in a word cloud.  

Step 2: Word embedding (coding) and modelling using topic detection algorithms or language models, such as 
LDA, skip-gram or continuous bag of words (CBOW) to elicit topics or predict the next word in a sentence. The 
objective of this step is to encode the text (also referred to as embedding) into word vectors to enable the 
language models to learn the text. Language models predict and learn by calculating conditional probabilities of 
words occurring together, and word vectors facilitate the probability calculations. Embedding involves the 
representation of the text at word, sentence, paragraph or even document level into a set of vectors that can 
be learned by the NLP models (Mikolov et al., 2013). Table 1 shows a simple representation of the sentence “I 
love shopping at KDS”. 

Table 1. One-hot encoding for the sentence “I love shopping at KDS” 

 1 2 3 4 5 

I 1 0 0 0 0 

love 0 1 0 0 0 

shopping 0 0 1 0 0 

at 0 0 0 1 0 

KDS 0 0 0 0 1 

Each of the words in the table are represented by their respective vectors. For example, the word “shopping” is 
represented by the vector {0,0,1,0,0}. One advantage of word vector presentations is that one can identify 
relationships between words such as “London” is to the “UK” as “Tokyo” is to “Japan” and “Paris” is to “France” 
to represent the relationship of capital city. See Mikolov et al. (2013) for a comprehensive overview. 

The most popular Topic Modelling algorithm is LDA, which stands for Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, and 
Jordan, 2003).  

• Latent reflects that the algorithm can detect “hidden” topics. The texts are processes and the LDA 
algorithms identifies topics from within the texts that are not known in advance. 

• Dirichlet stands for the Dirichlet distribution the model uses as a prior to generate document-topic and 
word-topic distributions. 

• Allocation allocates the latent topics identified in the analysis to each text.  

4. Method 
The study adopts a comparative approach utilising two small data sets to test the automated machine learning 
capabilities of four text analysis software tools: NVivo, T-Lab and IRaMuTeQ and KNIME. The results compared 
the capacity of each tool to generate a word cloud (showing the BOW from each corpus) and thematic/topic 
extraction, which reflect an output from step 1 and step 2 from the machine learning process, respectively. In 
the context of thematic analysis, the word cloud generation corresponds to phase 1 and 2 of Braun and Clarke’s 
(2006) method, while the thematic/topic extraction covers phases 2 and 3.  

The two data sets used for testing are two common data types that arise in social science research. The first data 
set consists of bibliographic entries gathered as part of a literature review using keywords in Scopus. The dataset 
consists of 203 highly relevant and influential publications on service operation management, between 2007 
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and 2020. The analysis focused on the abstract of each publication to extract the BOW and themes withing the 
corpus. The second data set is very small and consists of nine semi-structured interview transcripts from a 
convenience sample of female customers of Kingston Department store (KDS) conducted in 2005. Due to the 
small sample size, the interviews were initially analysed as a whole, and then structured per question as 
suggested by Troung (2022) to fully challenge the capabilities of each tool to handle small data. Only the themes 
extracted by Q2: “Why do you shop at KDS” were shown for illustrative purposes but the results were consistent 
across all interview questions.  

 

Figure 1: Mapping ML and NLP for empowering thematic analysis in educational curriculum 

To ensure parity of comparison with machine learning, the capacity of NVivo, T-Lab, IRaMuTeQ and KNIME to 
automatically identify and group common themes, without any additional human input was tested. The word 
clouds were created with the top 100 most frequent words for the literature review and the 50 most common 
words for the interviews. The thematic analysis results were run with standard settings for each tool and were 
compared to the human generated themes from each data set as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 below. The 
coverage of human generated themes for each tool was reported and mean coverage as well as the coverage 
standard deviation and per theme coverage to allow for direct comparison between tools.  

Table 2:  Literature Review Researcher Themes and Subthemes  
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Table 3: KDS Interviews Researcher Themes and Coding Frame 

 

5. Automatic Text Analytics Results 
The world clouds generated for the Literature Review data by each tool are shown in Figure 2 through to Figure 
5 below and the themes extracted, when possible, are shown in Figures 6 thought to Figure 9. Similarly, the 
world clouds generated for the whole Interview data and Q2 only from the Interview data by each tool, are 
shown in Figure 10 through to Figure 13 and the themes extracted, when possible, are shown in Figures 14 
thought to Figure 17, respectively. 

5.1 Text Analytics of Literature Reviews: Word Clouds  

  

Figure 2: NVivo: Word Cloud Literature Review Figure 3: IRaMuTeQ: Word Cloud Literature 
Review 

 
 

Figure 4: KNIME: Word Cloud Literature Review Figure 5: T-Lab: Word Cloud Literature Review 
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5.2 Text Analytics of Literature Reviews: Themes  

 

 

 

 

Cannot be done automatically without user 
input. 

 

Figure 6: NVivo: Themes Literature Review Figure 7: IRaMuTeQ: Themes Literature Review 

  

Figure 8: KNIME: Themes Literature Review Figure 9: T-Lab: Themes Literature Review 

5.3 Text Analytics of Whole Interview Data: Word Clouds 

  

Figure 10: NVivo:  Word Cloud Whole Interviews Figure 11: IRaMuTeQ: Word Cloud Whole Interviews 

  

Figure 12: KNIME: Word Cloud Whole Interviews Figure 13: T-Lab: Word Cloud Whole Interviews 
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5.4 Text Analytics of Whole Interview Data: Themes 

 

 

 

Cannot be done automatically without user input.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: NVivo: Themes Whole Interviews Figure 15: IRaMuTeQ: Themes Whole Interviews 

 
 

Figure 16: KNIME: Themes Whole Interviews Figure 17: T-Lab: Themes Whole Interviews 

6. Analysis and Discussion  

6.1 Literature Review Results Analysis  
The results show that all four tools can generate word clouds and reflect the most common words in the 
literature review data set (see Figure 2 through Figure 5), although the interpretability of word cloud results for 
IRaMuTeQ, KNIME and T-Lab is limited as the softwares do not colour code or remove most common terms 
automatically. NVivo, on the other hand, utilises colours and common words removal effectively to reflect the 
diversity of the literature on the topic (see Figure 2).  

Three out of the four tools (IRaMuTeQ, KNIME and T-Lab) were able to auto identify topics within the literature 
review data set, without any human input. However, NVivo lacks this capability. Consulting the manual 
suggested that users need to manually code at least 10% of the inputs with themes before the automated coding 
could be enabled. This would require significant input from researchers, directly proportional to the sample size. 
The remaining three tools, T-Lab, IRaMuTeQ, and KNIME were able to highting themes consistent with the 
manually generated ones, such as service operation, service quality, strategy, and value (see Table 4).  

Table 4: Literature Review Themes Results Analysis  
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T-Lab offered excellent coverage at 86% overall across just 2 topics. This was followed by KNIME at 65% and 
IRaMuTeQ, at 58%. The average efficiency of each topic for theme coverage is again highest in T-Lab and it is 
worth noting that both T-Lab and KNIME derived at least one topic which was not related to the human derived 
themes. The main issue, however, is that each software defaulted to different number of topics and thus 
although the three software tools can be used for thematic analysis, the results may be inconsistent, depending 
on the choice of software.  

The results are encouraging as they suggest that ML tools may offer effective support to social science 
researchers conduction literature reviews in identifying themes from the research. However, the results are 
highly depended on the tool used and suggest that specialist tools (such as T-Lab) may offer an advantage in 
automated elicitation of meaningful themes over more generalist tools such as IRaMuTeQ and KNIME. However, 
interpreting the results poses challenges as the correspondence between themes and topics in not one-to-one 
across all software tested. This means that as a rule several topics contribute to each theme (for example, in 
IRaMuTeQ results, both topic 1 and topic 2 contribute to Theme 1), and/or each topic contributes to more than 
one theme (topic 1 in IRaMuTeQ contributes to both Theme 1 and Theme 2). This indicated that each software 
uses different criteria to the researcher to derive similar themes. This is perhaps unsurprising, but highlights the 
need to further research to enable researchers to find tune machine learning algorithms to group and identify 
topics based on the researcher’s predefined criteria.  

6.2 Interview Results Analysis  
Working with the much smaller data set of semi-structured interviews, three out of the four software tools 
(IRaMuTeQ, KNIME and T-Lab) were able to produce word clouds that indicated aspects of the user experience 
such as range, product, quality, and staff (see Figure 10 through to Figure 13). However, the word cloud 
produced by NVivo offered little insight, suggesting that the software is less able to cope well with smaller data 
samples. The results from the topic extraction (see Table 5) show that the performance of the three tools able 
to complete the analysis, either stayed the same or deteriorated as the data sample size decreased. In fact, 
despite a marginal improvement in theme coverage (to 59%) IRaMuTeQ offered very little generalisation across 
the interviews by extracting 7 topics out of the 9 interviews which suggest that each individual interview is 
treated as a separate topic. This significantly limits the utility of the tool to meaningfully extract themes across 
interviews. As a rule, the granularity of topic coverage across each theme increased as the data size decreased, 
and each theme was described by higher number of topics and each topic also contributed to more themes. The 
results suggest that ML is not yet able to handle small data samples and elicit meaningful topics/themes 
automatically.  

Table 5: Whole Interview Data Themes Results Analysis  

 
It is worth noting that the interviews were analysed a whole rather than per question which may have adversely 
affected the results. Empirical evidence has shown that breaking up semi-interviews and analysing per question 
rather than as whole may lead to better thematic analysis results (Troung, 2022). However, this reduces the data 
sample size even further and IRaMuTeQ and T-Lab were not able to complete the analysis and returned a matrix 
identification error.  

KNIME proved to be the most robust software under small sample size conditions when data were presented 
per question (Q2 – “Why shop at KDS”) and was able to derive four topics. The themes identified align 
meaningfully with theme 1, and 2 from the coding book (motivation for visiting and motivation for purchasing) 
(see Table 6). However, although the topics aligned fully with the human derived themes, the topics were 
fragmented across the themes making it difficult to interpret the results in the context defined by the researcher. 
This result confirms previous findings by Troung (2022), that analysis of semi structured interviews carried out 
on a question per question basis may offer advantages when utilising ML for automatic theme detection. This 
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may be in part because questions are framed in a particular context and ML algorithms are optimised to work 
well within specific context rather than across different contexts. The granularity of the results mapping of 
themes to topics and the resulting challenges in interpretation reiterate the finding that further research is 
required as to the best approach to facilitate the ability of researchers to pass topic definitions to machine 
learning algorithms, in order to improve their automated topic identification accuracy.  

Table 6: Interview Data Themes Results Analysis of Q2 Why do you shop at KDS? 

 
The results show that ML tools, can be effective in identifying topics that align reasonably closely with human 
derived themes. Thus, adoption of ML may allow researchers explore and understand qualitative data faster and 
with less ambiguity. This is particularly pertinent in the early stages of Thematic Analysis which require 
researchers to pre-examine the data, highlight potential points of interest, and assign labels. Adopting ML and 
NLP can help resolve coding inconsistencies and improve the transparency, reliability, and reproducibility of the 
analysis, particularly when working as part of team. Creating codebooks and thematic coding are complex and 
laborious processes, requiring extensive training and multiple coding revisions, even when following good 
practice guidelines and coding rules. ML and NPL tools can help automate these processes, minimising the need 
for manual input, and code creation and revisions.  

However, overreliance on the ML tools and lack of understanding of their limitations may result in incomplete 
or misleading results. Moreover, de-contextualized features such keywords and word counts cannot replace the 
nuances captured as a result of immersion in the text and identification of latent or implicit representation of 
the concept under study. This is particularly true in the case of underrepresented constructs or emerging 
themes, which would be ignored by ML software as outliers. Therefore, there is need to offer social science 
researchers appropriate training in the capabilities and limitations of ML software and equip them with valuable 
skills that allow them to leverage ML tools to enhance their research practices.  

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
In conclusion, ML NLP tools such as KNIME could provide effective support in identifying topics from small 
datasets, which align with human derived themes and thus can be utilized as support tools in thematic analysis. 
The results show that specialised software such as T-Lab can offer advantages in eliciting themes from academic 
abstracts with at least 200 observations, while generalist ML NLP software such as KNIME are robust even with 
much smaller data samples. The paper contributed to furthering our understanding of the effectiveness of ML 
and NLP tools in social science research with small data sets and highlighted the need for effective research skills 
training and development for qualitative researchers. Future research could focus on further examination of the 
limitations of software tools and the potential disruptive effect in the area of text analytics of Generative Pre-
trained Transformer tools such as OpenAI’s ChatGPT.  
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